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Bound-withs for serials in Alma 

Ex Libris has 2 recommended methods for handling bound-withs in Alma but neither is ideal (e.g., Host 
bibliographic record and Related records).  As a result, UCSD would like to explore alternatives and 
implement separate processes for how to handle our various bound-with situations.   

For SC&A bound-withs, see: https://tpot.ucsd.edu/description/special-collections/bound-withs.html.   

Bound-withs for serial analytics are addressed in this document: 
http://tpot.ucsd.edu/description/serials/analytics.html  

This document outlines a proposal for how to handle bound-withs for serials in Alma.  Bound-withs for 
serials usually consist of one bound volume with issues from both the earlier and later title, at the point 
of a title change.  Less often, there may be 2+ related serial titles bound in one volume.   

Since Alma does not permit inventory to be shared across multiple bibliographic records, the host 
bibliographic record is one way to resolve bound-with scenarios by accommodating the common 
holdings and item records on one record.  However, the host bibliographic record method doesn’t work 
for serial bound-withs since serials cannot share a holdings record.   

Instructions:  

1. Since a holdings record is required for each serial title, add an 852 $z note to the holdings 
record(s) for the later title(s) indicating that the serial is bound with an earlier title.  If there are 
2+ titles bound together, add the same note to the intervening title(s).  The note will always only 
refer to the earliest title in the bound-with volume. 
 

 

 
 
Use the following suggested 852 $z text that corresponds with the bound-with situation at hand:  
 

• All issues of a serial bound with earlier title:  
852 $$z Bound with earlier title: [title] 

 
• Only specific issues of a serial bound with earlier title:   

852 $$z Issues for v.5:no.3(2000)-v.5:no.5(2000) bound with earlier title: [title]  
or 
(if too many gaps or holdings statement too lengthy—use cataloger’s judgement) 
852 $$z Some issues bound with earlier title: [title] 
 

2. Do not add a reciprocal 852 $z note to the holdings record for the earliest (first) title.   
 

3. The item record for the bound-with volume should be attached to the holdings record for the 
earliest title. 
 

https://www.orbiscascade.org/programs/scts/technical-services/documentation/bound-withs/
https://www.orbiscascade.org/programs/scts/technical-services/documentation/bound-withs/
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/Physical_Resource_Management/070_Configuring_Resource_Management/009Configuring_Related_Records_for_Physical_Inventory
https://tpot.ucsd.edu/description/special-collections/bound-withs.html
http://tpot.ucsd.edu/description/serials/analytics.html
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4. Do not add dummy item records for any of the constituent title(s), even if there will be no item 

records.  Even if a holdings record lacks inventory, the 852 $z note will show up on an analytics 
report and the item will be excluded from any further action.  
 

5. Do not add local 773/774 linking fields (host and constituent entries) to the IZ records.  Serial 
bound-withs will rely on the 780/785 linking fields to inform earlier and later titles. 
 

Example: (Earlier title) Newsletter - International Atlantic Salmon Foundation 

 

Primo display:

 

https://search-library.ucsd.edu/permalink/01UCS_SDI/ld412s/alma991001656769706535
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(Later title) I A S F Newsletter 

Alma display 

 

Primo display: 

 

Note that the yellow message below will display only when holdings lack item inventory.  This will not 
always be the case as other items usually exist for a serial title. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://search-library.ucsd.edu/permalink/01UCS_SDI/ld412s/alma991023472374606535
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Primo display for bound-with for specific issues.  The yellow bar doesn’t display because other item 
record do exist: 

 


